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Texte8:PROTECT ULTRA is  an outstanding anticorrosion fluid with excellent water repellent capabilities.

Small and medium size metal pieces can easily be protected against corrosion during manufacturing and 
storage of the finished products before shipment.

Texte8: DESCRIPTION & APPLICATIONS

Texte8: ADVANTAGES
Texte11:Gives a very resistant protection layer which remains resilient and does not stick.-

Texte11:Powerful water repellent-

Texte11:Does not dissolve varnish.-

Texte11:Can easily be removed using white spirit.-

Texte8: PACKAGING
- Available in white metal sprays of 500 ML.

- Double ball valve for multi-position use.

- Delivered with 2 spray nozzles : 1 short and 1 long (100mm)

Texte8: ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY
Inflammable ! Do not expose at temperatures above 50°C.

Please consult also the Safety Data Sheet about how to manipulate and to stock the product as well as to learn 
about the first aid measurements in case of accident.

Elimination after use has to be made in conformity with the local rules in force about used sprays disposal. 
Throw away only if completely empty.
Keep out reach of children.

Propulsion gas (propane-butane) with no ozone depletion potential. 

Shelf date: 3 years.
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PROTECT ULTRA
PROPERTIES

The average values are given for information only and …

CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL DATAUNITS METHODS

Dry up time env. 30min -

Protection indoors 8month -

Protection outdoors 5month -

Protection outdoors not sheltered 1/2month -

Corrosion test steel plate (20 days 
outdoors)

réussi- -

Corrosion test in humidity cabinet 30day DIN 51359

Salt spray test 2day DIN 50907
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